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HOME / Como

W

hen Bangkok- and Singapore-based
interior designer Albano Daminato
first visited Villa Peduzzi, an abandoned
hilltop home on the edge of Lake Como, it was
almost as if the owners had just left. Furniture
was piled up everywhere, but the pots and
pans were still in place, and crockery and
cutlery lay in the kitchen sink. ‘The mood was
solemn, rich and cinematically romantic,’ says
Daminato, creative director of his eponymous
studio. ‘This feeling really stayed with me, and
it was important to me that the villa didn’t lose
these qualities.’
Perched almost a kilometre above sea level, the
villa was designed by its Italian owner Rocco
Peduzzi and built in 1909. Rumoured to have
been inherited by his nephew in the 1960s, the
mansion was left mostly vacant and little was
known about its history until it was purchased
in 2015. Set within a lush forested garden, the
nine-bedroom villa is entered via a trip down
a narrow village lane, through wrought iron
gates and onto a raised garden terrace that
leads to the formal entrance hall. Warm yellow
flooring, featuring original mosaic tiles with
Peduzzi’s name set among decorative motifs,
brightens the space.
The foyer leads to communal spaces that form
the heart of the home, including a library, cosy
piano salon and formal dining room, each of
which open onto the sprawling stone terrace.
Several al fresco dining areas were designed
with Italian summers in mind, including a
pergola overlooking the lake. The original
attic was raised during the renovation to add a
billiard lounge, outdoor terraces and a bar for
entertaining. Finally, the basement housing the
caretakers’ quarters was extended to include a
yoga and fitness area with stunning views.

Retaining historic details while updating
the villa, which serves as a holiday home for
a large family, was a careful balancing act.
Studio Daminato spent almost four years
working with artisans specialising in terrazzo,
marble and frescoes to transform the interior
architecture. The villa’s intricate Liberty-style
ceiling inspired the mood and colour palette
of the home — for instance, a soft pastel-pink
fresco was replicated in one bathroom clad
entirely in rosy Portuguese marble.
In classic Art Nouveau fashion, sinuous
and organic nature-inspired forms frame
windows and accent sculptural works on the
villa’s facade. Taking this as a departure point,
Studio Daminato designed delicate joinery
and curved furniture. The team also sought out
furniture with a similar sensibility from various
periods. ‘Mid-century cabinetry or armchairs,
with sweeping arms in open, organic forms, sit
comfortably in dialogue with fresco motifs, for
example,’ says Daminato.
Allowing the dramatic views to take centre
stage, the designers emphasised simplicity
and celebrated natural materials. Many rooms
have walls clad in panels of hessian linen or
heavily textured Italian linen, which add
warmth to the interiors. The designers were
also deeply influenced by the work of Giorgio
Morandi, the Italian painter known for his
subtle, muted still lifes. ‘We were inspired by
his compositions, his removal of excess,’ says
Daminato. ‘In his paintings we find a sense
of meditative calm and peace.’ These qualities
combine with Daminato’s delicate, humble
approach to create a blissful sanctuary that has
one foot in the past with the other treading
lightly into the future.
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